MESSAGE FROM THE GRAD SCHOOL

REGISTRATION OPEN FOR SUMMER & FALL
Register now for summer and/or fall classes. If you have any issues, contact your program's graduate coordinator or the Grad School for assistance.

Graduate coordinator contact info is found on your program's degree page.
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@unograduateschool
UNO Graduate School
universityofneworleans
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Graduate School Notes

2023 IMPORTANT DATES

MAY
5/11: Last day of spring classes
5/19: Commencement
5/26: Degree conferral

JUNE
6/1: Candidate plan of study due to graduate school
6/5: First day of summer classes
6/19: Juneteenth holiday

GRADUATING? Congratulations! Commencement: May 19, 2023, 1pm

UNO COMMENCEMENT
Friday, May 19, 2023
1:00pm
UNO Lakefront Arena
Commencement ceremony information

Congratulations to the newest PKP members!

Ada Boutchard
Thomas Bridges
Joseph Danton
Elyse Hauser
Samuel Mercier

Amber Mitchell
Mahfuzul Nissan
JaiLa Price
Jared Stevens

The Honor Society of Phi Kappa Phi, the nation’s oldest, most selective, and most prestigious all-discipline honor society, has a University of New Orleans chapter! Graduate student membership is by invitation only to UNO’s top 10 percent of graduate students.
The Youth Leadership Council announced the lineup for the 2023 Wednesday at the Square series!

The FREE outdoor concert series takes place every Wednesday from March 15th to May 17th.

Thanks to those who hung out at the Graduate School tent for SUCbAUF XXXVI!

We had a blast!

GRADUATE STUDENT RESOURCES

All graduate students are eligible to receive on-campus and online UNO resources. See a list of student resources here.

SGA Funding: Academic travel funding
Writing Center: Make an appointment with a coach in-person or online to receive writing support
Purdue Website: Graduate writing resources, citation and grammar information, and more for free
Counseling Services: Career testing, counseling
Ochsner Clinic: Wellness exams, immunizations, lab tests and screenings
**Employment Opportunities**

**GRADUATE ASSISTANTS FOR THE GRADUATE SCHOOL**

Keep an eye on the summer newsletter for information on forthcoming GA opportunities in the grad school!

---

**Summits, Forums, & Internships**

**TEFLIBERIA TEACHER TRAINING**

TEFLiberia is an English teacher training school based in Barcelona which offers monthly TEFL courses for English speakers who wish to teach English and travel. If interested, view the program brochure and website.

**NOAA SEA GRANT PROGRAMS & INITIATIVES**

Louisiana Sea Grant is part of the National Sea Grant Program, a network made up of 34 programs located in each of the coastal and Great Lakes states and Puerto Rico. Sea Grant Programs work individually and in partnership to address major marine and coastal challenges. Current opportunities for students can be found on the Student Opportunities page and the Fellowships page.

**OCEANS -- GULF COAST CONFERENCE**

Mississippi Coast Coliseum & Convention Center

- OCEANS is a 4-day annual event for global marine technologists, engineers, students, government officials, lawyers, and advocates
- OCEANS Student Poster Competition
- Beach Trash Art Contest

**INTEGRATED FELLOWSHIP IN HEALTH SERVICES & OUTCOMES RESEARCH**

Northwestern University and the Shirley Ryan AbilityLab, announce several post-doctoral fellowship positions in health services research. All openings are funded by the National Institute on Disability, Independent Living, and Rehabilitation Research; research activities must relate to NIDILRR’s Long Range Plan.
NEW LEARNING SYSTEM ALERT
Next fall, UNO will switch from Moodle to Canvas for its online learning platform. The CTI workshops are great for students and teachers to get familiar with the software.

**Center for Teaching Innovation**
The Center for Teaching Innovation (CTI) offers a range of events, services, and consultations throughout the year. Anyone in the UNO community who teaches, aspires to teach, or supports instructional activities at UNO is welcome to participate.

**CTI WORKSHOPS:**

*Canvas Hands-on Office Hours*
Access Canvas and get real-time assistance to work out any kinks before the next school year!

*Library 416*
Thursday, May 11, 9:00-12:00
Monday, May 15, 1:00-3:00

**Funding Opportunities**

**LA BOARD OF REGENTS (BOR):**
Find deadlines for notices of intent and proposals on this website and information about grant writing requests and proposal form deadlines. Visit the BoR's Grant Guide at-a-Glance page.

**GRANT RESOURCE CENTER (GRC):**
See the Office of Research’s attached newsletter. (Weekly newsletters are archived on the Funding Opportunities page.) Several funding opportunity databases available for UNO students. Additional information available here.

Instructions and links to the funding databases are found here.

Bookmark the Graduate School page!